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D.15 DWM 1906 BULGARIAN CONTRACT

140 S. Seminary St.

PO Box 1,483

Galesbur g, lL 61.402-1,483

United States of America
Ph: 309-342-5800 Fax: 309-342-5730

HOURS: Tues - Sat L:00pm - 6:00pm CST



TERMS OF SALE & GENERAL INFORMATION

PHONE CALLS: Robert often attends gun shows on weekends and uses Friday and Monday
to travel there and back. lf you wish to talk to the owner by phone, your best bet is to
call Tuesday - Thursday during regular slore hours, 1:00 pm - 6:00 pm CST.

CORRESPONDENCE: Please try to phone rather than wrlte. Robert admits to being the
world's worst letter writer. lf you MUST write, pleaso send asking price, clear photos,
andior an accurate description of the item(s) you hav€ for sale or trade.

FIREARMS LICENSE (FFL): is required on all shipments of modern (made after 1898) guns.
We must wait for a signed-in-ink copy from your dealer before we can ship them.
Antique (Made in or belore1898) firearms and non-firearms items are exempt.

SHIPPING: Please include sutficient shipping and insuranco costs. We will ship via UPS, but
MUST have your dealer's STREET ADDRESS on an FFL. We try to ship your order

within 2 business days after we receive your cashiors chock, money order, or credit
card authorization and signed FFL copy. Due to chirrrlyos in UPS regulations, the price
of shipping a handgun will be a minumum cosl ol $110.00

PAYMENT: Cashiers checks or money orders are prcferred. We also accept
Visa, MasterCard, and American Express cards. Be advised that
refunds on credit card purchases take extra llme to process.

ILLINOIS RESIDENT: Must add 7.25y" sales tax to your lrurr lr.r',r. llrr.rr, ;rrc no exceptions
to this! Send us a copy of your resale tax numbt-.r rl you rrro lxonrlrl.

IMPORT-EXPORT SERVICES: We have licenses and will rlo llrrr ;r,r;rorwork lor such business.
It takes TIME and there are extra charges added for :;lrr1,; rrrrr; .rrrrl lrrrrrdling. Usually
$25-S0per gun, lessforquantity. Planon6-8weck:; nuunrrnlrrrrlkrrpaperwork
completion, Sometimes longer! ACTUAL SALE Ptll( ll n4l l: ; I lrl N( ) IED ON
EXPORT FORMS. $1500.00 minimum order. All oxJ)r,rt ir,',t',,rrrrllrrrportcosts (if
guns are returned) and any related costs - duty, slor;rr1r,, lrroklr'. Iro:;, olc., are the
responsibility of the buyer. No COD returns will bc;rr:r r,lrtlrl l'[,,r,,1 11,11l1n 51 4't
Parcel Post on overseas returns. Direct questions to ilrr;rrrrl..rrir .,;111;1.,1 111llrl com, check
our website for more details or call us and ask for It4rr:lr,rr'l

CONSIGNMENTS: We have a large following of customers;rrrrl ,.rrr r;rrl l.rrr ;rrrr r,', We charge
15o/o tor consignment sales and particularly want clrrlr:o rrilrrl, rrrril. rilrl ux()lic pieces.

GUARANTEE: Money will be gladly refunded on any item you ;uo n,,t lr,rt,t,y wrllr, (l XCFPT
LAYAWAYS) but please contact uS before returninly irrr rlorrr llllrrrrr,i rrrrr:;l lro made
withiir 3 DAYS OF YOUR RECEIVING THEM and llrcy nrr'.1 l)r trr llrrr..rrrrrl. rrrrfired
condition as received. Sorry but therg is no guarant()() orr llrrrrJ r orrrltllorr ol rrrry item
and we cannot refund money on items which have lrrokorr ;r,rrl,. lrrrr irli(' rl ltrrng or
atter.npting to fire.

Visit our website: www.simpsonltd-com
e-mail: lugers@simpsonltd.com

January/February 2003
NorE: we chorg€ a MINIMUM of 930.00 shipping costs tor ptsrols due to new Ups regs

All guns are malching, except clips, unless otheruise stated, and are '100% original. Buyer pays
UPS poslago" 3-day inspection granted. Returns must be in same condition as shipped to you.
Buyer p:rys both ways. Please call before returning any item.

ALERTI STOLEN! ALERT! STOLEN! ALERT!
COMMERCIAL KRIEGHOFF, 9mm, si/n 10776, WAS STOLEN FROM OUR TABLE

AT THE FOBT WORTH, TEXAS GUN SHOW AUGUST 21,1992.STOLENI ALERTI STOLEN! ALERTT STOLEN!

AMERICAN EAGLE LUGERS
AE-05 DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 call'9795 blue, 6096 straw, excellent bore,

near mint grips, Lugers at Random pp 56-57, Vn 82xx

AE-06 DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cah 9896 blue, 9596 straw, excellent bore,
excellent grips, Germany export stamp, Germany stamped mag, very nice early 1900
Eagle, s/n 2lxx

$4995.00

$4750.00

AE-09

AE-I4

AE.O7

AE-I6

AE-03

DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal;97% blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore,
very good grips, some pitting, Lugers at Random pp 56-57, Vn l38n<

DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal;9896 blue,4096 straw, fair bore, very
good grips, restored, Lugers at Random pp 56-57, s/n TBxx

DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE TDEAL GR|PS, 30 cat;9796 blue, 7096 straw,
excellent bore, excellent grips, ldeal grips for ldeal holster: 2nd safety, an exceptional
1900 Eagle, s/n 86xx

DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE TDEAL RtG, 9mm; 7096 blue, 5096 straw
excellent bore, very good grips, ldeal grips and stock holster w/blue worn to sifuer,
replaced sideplate, s/n l09xx

DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE US TESI 30 cal; 9596 btue, 8596 straw, excellent
bore, excellent grips, super condition for a test gun, Lugers at pandom pp 56-57, s
n 6lxx

$ r 99s.00

$ r49s.00

$3 3s0.00

$2s95.00

$42s0.00

$ r 7s0.00

$239s.00

$ r295.00

AE-13 DWM 1900 AMERICAN EAGLE US TESL 30 cah t0096 btue, t0096 straw, good
bore, good grips, reblued and restrawed, Lugers at Random pp 56_57, s/n 69xx

AE-0 I DWM 1906 AMERTCAN EAGLE,30 cat;9896 blue,9896 straw, smooth bore,
excellent grips, experimental sideplate had been modified to allow removal only
when toggle is up, very professionally done, s/n 670xx

AE-10 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal; 9596 blue,TSVo straw, good bore, good
grips,4 3/4" bbl, light pitting, Crown N proofed, Lugers at Random pp 104-1b5, s
n 632xx
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AE-ll DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal;9396 blue,5096 straw, Good bore, good $1750.00
grips,4 3l4" barrel, Lugers at Random pp 104-105, s/n

AE-17 DWM 1906AMERICANEAGLE,30cal;6096blue,2596strawfairbore,fairgrips, $1195.00
4 314' bbl, no pitting, Lugers at Fandom pp 104-105, s/n 30lxx
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AE-18 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal; 8596 blue, 2096 straw, excellent bore,
good grips, Lugers at Random pp 104-105, s/n 3l9xx

$99s.00

AE-l9 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal; 5096 blue, 196 straw, poor bore, good
grips, some pitting, s/n 3l5xx

$89s.00

AE-20 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 9mm;8096 blue, poor bore, very good grips, blue $925.00
is dull, shows wear, Lugers at Random pp 100-101, s/n 288xx

AE-21 DWM i906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n $3800.00

$79s.00AE-22 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal; 6096 blue, 1096 straw, poor bore, good
grips, shows wear overall, but still a solid gun, s/n 292xx

AE-23 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 9mm 98o/o blue, 6096 straw, excellent bore, very $2650.00
good grips, 4" bbl, Lugers at Random pp 100-101, s/n 64lxx

AE-30 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 9mm;90% blue, 2096 straq good bore, good
grips,4" bbl, some pitting, Lugers at Random pp 100-101, s/n 532xx

$e9s.00

AE-3 I DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 9mm; 96Vo blue, 8096 straw veD, good bore,
good grips,4" bbl, Lugers at Random pp 100-101, s/n 542xx

$ r8s0.00

AE-33 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 9mm; 8096 blue,40% straw, very good bore,
good grips,4" bbl, s/n 532xx

$ r49s.00

AE-36 DWM 1906 AMERICAN EAGLE, 30 cal; 9096 blue, 7096 straw, very good bore,
excellent grips, some light pitting, s/n 459xx

$99s.00

ARTILLERY LUGERS
AR-IO

AR-I I

AR-I2

AR- I3

AR- I4

AR.I5

4

DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY 9mm; 3096 blue,2Oo/o straw, [;tir bort:. [:rir grips, some $995.00
pitting, fine tune rear sight, lmperial Lugers pp 104-105. s/rr 3.5xx g

DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY 9mm;97Voblue,7oo/o straw, exccllcrrt lrorc, very good $1795.00
grips, fine tune rear sight, Ordnance replacement sideplalc, unil rnirkcd'68.R.6-2.'
lnfantry) on front strap, lmperial Lugers pp 104-105, s/n 69xx 1i

DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY, 9mm; 967o blue, TOoh straw, lioorl lror c, vcry good grips, $ 1895.00
British proofed, lmperial Lugers pp 104-105, s/n I lxx

DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY 9mm; 95016 blue, 8006 straw, cx(('llcrrt borc, vcry good $1595.00
grips, minor chip in grip under safety, fine tune front & rcar sililrt, s/n 74xx e

DWM l9lTART|LLERY9mm;960/o blue,?0olostraw,goorl hore,vcrygoodgrips, $1695.00
fine tune front & rear sights, lmperial Lugers pp 104-105, s/rr /4xx b

DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY 9mm 95o/o blue, 70% straw, 8oo(l bore, good grips, $1395.00
some pitting, fine tune front & rear sights, excellerrt rrratchirrg rrr;qlazirre, lmperial
Lugers pp 104-105, s/n l9xx i

AR-l6 DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY,9mm; 9596 blue, 5096 straw, excellent bore, excellent
l{ril)s, unit rnarked "RJ.R254.l.K.NR.l'on back grip strap, s/n 50xxb

AR-l7 DWM l9l7 ARTILLERY 9mm; 9096 blue, 3096 straw, good bore, very good grips,
"r.<l rrirrc" grips, finr tune front & rear sights, lmperial Lugers pp 104-105, s/n 20xx c

AR ?4 DWM l.rll ARTILLERY,9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n

AR 0U t)WM l9l7 ARTILLERY RlG,9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n

AR ?0 I)WM l9l8 ARTILLERY 9mm;9896 blue,9096 straw excellent bore, excellent
I'rl)s, ,r rirre date Artillery in excellent condition, s/n 89xxa

AIt 19 DWM 1920 ARTILLERY 9mm;9596 blue,6096 straw, good bore, good grips, Red
9 gri;rs, re blued & re-strawed, Lugers at Random pp 184-185, s/n 56xx p

$ r 89s.00

$ rs9s.00

$ r 7s0.00

$42s0.00

$2 r s0.00

$ r r95.00

AIt 02 tRFLrRT l9l4 ARTILLERY 9mm;8596 blue,3096 straw, fair bore, verygood grips $1795.00
firrc rrrrre front & rear sights, lmperial Lugers pp 96-97, slng&ro<

Ali 0J tllttJRT l9l4 ARTILLERY 9mm; 9796 blue,7096 straw, excellent bore, excellent $2750.00
tnil)s, rare Erfun, made only one year, s/n l6xx

AR 22 MAUSTR PERSIAN ARTILLERY RIG, 9mm; 9596 btue, 5096 straw very good bore, $3950.00
1,<xrtl grips, w/excellent matching stock, holster, straps, tools and persian magazine,
s/rr J6xx in Farsi

AR-23 MAUSER PERSIAN ARTILLERY RlG, 9mm; 9596 blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, $3995.00
excellent grips, minor touch-up on sideplate, w/stock, holster, straps, magazine
pouch, Persian magazine, Vn 39xx

BANNER LUGERS
B-09 MAUSER 1906134 BANNER PORTUGUESE GNR, 30 cat; 9596 btue, 6096 straw

good bore, very good grips, Third Reich Lugers pp 199, Vn l9n< v

B-14 MAUSER 1906134 BANNER SWISS, 30 cat;9896 btue, 9596 straw, mint bore,
excellent grips, 4-314" bbl, original matching magazine, unmarked chamber, made
for the Swiss commercial market, EN proofed, early Banner, s/n 37xx v

B-2 I MAUSER 1906134 BANNER SWTSS BLANK CHAMBER, 30 cat; 9996 btue, 9896
straw, excellent bore, near mintgrips, commercial model, World of Lugers pp 410, s
n 36xx v

B-15 MAUSER 1936 BANNER S|AMESE, 9mm; 8596 btue, 2596 straw very good bore,
very good grips, some pitting, excellent matching magazine, Third Reich Lugers pp
189, s/n 40xx

B-02 MAUSER 1937 BANNER DUTCH, 9mm; 9096 blue, 5096 straw, good bore, very
good grips, one of 200 delivered October 1937, rare, The Dutch Luger pp 146, s/n
2lxx

B-04 MAUSER 1937 BANNER DUTCH, 9mm; 9896 blue, 9596 straw, good bore,
excellent grips, lst contract of 200 Dutch Banners delivered in Fall of 1937 to the
Dutch Navy, extremely rare, The Dutch Luger pp 146, sln 22>u.

$3 r00.00

$899s.00

$887s.00

$ r600.00

$2 r es.00

$399s.00
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B-05 MAUSER 1937 BANNER MILITARY 9mm;97Vo blue, excellent bore, very good $3950.00
grips, Crown U prolled on left receiver, E/63 proofed on right receiver, an
absolutley correct unknown example, s/n 4l:o< x

B-30 MAUSER 1937 BANNER SIAMESE POLICE, 9mm; 5096 blue, good bore, good $1250.00
grips, some pitting, s/n 42xx v

B-10 MAUSER 1939 BANNERCOMMERCIAL,9mm;95o/o blue, excellent bore, $1795.00
excellent grips, w/unmarked black commercial holster, Third Reich Lugers pp 236
237, s/n Slxx v

B-17 MAUSER 1939 BANNER COMMERCIAL,9mmi 99Vo blue, 9896 straw, excellent $2650.00
bore, excellent grips, original matching magazine, rear sight modified to 'V' notch,
probably originally shipped to Sweden, a beautiful strawed Banner, s/n 50xx w

B-34 MAUSER 1939 BANNER COMMERCIAL,9mm;9796 blue, 9896 straw, very good $2995.00
bore, excellent grips, a rare Banner in excellent condition, Third Reich Lugers pp
236-237, s/n 50xx w

B-16 MAUSER 1939 BANNER POLICE, 9mm;99o/o blue, mint bore, mint grips,
excellent matching magazine, s/n 49xxw

$2900.00

B- l8 MAUSER 1939 BANNER POLICE, 9mm; 97% blue, mint bore, excellent grips,
Eagle/K proof, less than 1000 made, extremely rare, s/n 79xx v

$29s0.00

B- l9 MAUSER 1939 BANNER POLICE, 9mm; 98Vo blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, $ I 795.00
Eagle/L proof, s/n 48xx w

B-25 MAUSER 1939 BANNER POLICE, 9mm;96Vo blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, $1995.00
Eagle/L proof, excellent matching magazine, Third Reich Lugers pp 155-156, s/n
2lxx w

B-20 MAUSER 1939 BANNER POLICE EAGLE L RlG,9mm;9896 blue, excellent bore, $4400.00
excellent grips, 2 matching magazines, excellent Sindel 1939 Police holster
numbered to gun) and tool, an exceptional Banner rig, s/n 4xxx

B-07 MAUSER 1940 BANNER COMMERCIAL, 9mm; 97Vo blue, 9096 straw, excellent $ 1950.00
bore, excellent grips, excellent magazine 2 numbers off, s/n 63xx

B-24 MAUSER 1940 BANNER DUTCH CONTRACL 9mm;99% blue,9996 straw,
excellent bore, near mint grips, excellent matching magazine, RUST safety, crown V
and 655 proof, a near mint 1940 Dutch banner, s/n 2$o<v

$499s.00

B-23 MAUSER I 941 BANNER POLICE, 9mm; 97% blue, excellent bore, very good grips $ I 750.00
Eagle/L proof, arsenal dip blue, sear safety, Third Reich Lugers pp I 60- I 6 I , s/n

76xx z

B-33 MAUSER l94l BANNER POLICE,9mm;9596 blue, excellent bore, verygood grips $1400.00
Eagle/L proof, minor dings overall, walnut grips, Third Reich Lugers pp 160-161, s

n 90xx x

B-22 MAUSER 1942 BANNER POLICE, 9mm; 9096 blue, very good bore, very good
grips, Eagle/L proof, sear safety, excellent matching magazine, Third Reich Lugers pp
162-163, s/n 5 lxx y

$ r8es.00

BLACK WIDOW LUGERS
BW-05 MAUSER BYF 41, 9mm; 9896 blue, excellent bore, very good grips, black plastic

grips, Third Reich Lugers pp 8l-82, s/n 42xx\

Bw-02 MAUSER BYF 4l BtAcK wDow 9mm; 9796 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips,
black plastic grips, Vl35 proofed, Third Reich Lugers pp 85, s/n 20xxa

Bw-06 MAUSER BYF 4l BLACK wlDow, 9mm; 9096 btue, excellent bore, o<cellent grips,
black plastic grips, Third Reich Lugers pp Bl-82, s/n 24xx w

BW-08 MAUSER BYF 42 BLACK WDOW, 9mm;96% blue, very good bore, good grips,
light pitting, s/n loxx i

DUTCH LUGERS

B-3s

B-il

B2t

B-28

829

$ r 39s.oo

$ r79s.00

$ I r95.00

$ r 095.00

B-36

B-37

MAUSER 1942 BANNER POLICE,9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n $2800.00

MAUSER 1942 BANNER POLICE, 9mm; 95Vo blue, excellent bore, very good grips $ I 995.00
Eagle/L proof, Third Reich Lugers pp 162-163, s/n 55xx y

DWM 1902 DUTCH TESI, 30 cal;9096 blue, 6096 straw, excellent bore,
excellent grips, 4' barrel, grip safe, frame modified from a 1900 or 02 frame, very
good Dutch magazine, The Dutch Luger pp 125-126, s/n 60xx

DWM 1905 DUTCH TESI 9mm; 8096 blue, 5096 straw very good bore, very
good grips, one of 5 known, 7.65mm barrel has been replaced *itt, 

" 
WWtt S/42

9mm barrel, similar to "Danzig Test" with Crown D proof, delivered for Dutch
trials in July 1905, The Dutch Luger pp 16, Vn 222xx

v- t6 $7s00.00

$7s00.00

6 7

v-t7

MAUSER 1942 BANNER PoLlcE EAGLE L RlG, gmm;9996 btue, mint bore, mint 94400.00
grips, 2 matching magazines, excellent 1942 Sindel Police holster, matching
numbered tool, s/n 53xxy

MAUSER 42 CODE BANNER COMMERCTAL, 9mm; 8596 btue, fair bore, good gt t95.O0
grips, black plastic grips, some pitting, P08 on frame, no known examples in book,
s/n 82xx y

MAUSER 42 CODE BANNER COMMERCTAL, 9mm; 9996 btue, 9996 straw mint $42OO.OO
bore, nrint grips, Eagle N proof, black plastic grips and fxo black bottom m,g,7ine,
nn almost new rare Banner variation, s/n 7$ooar

MAUSER 42 CODE BANNER COMMERCIAL, 9mm; 9796 blue, excellent bore, $ l59S.OO
cxcellent grips, original matching magazine, minor dings on muzzle crown, from the
last production run of Lugers, s/n 83xx y

MAUSER 42 CODE BANNER COMMERCTAL, 9mm; 8096 btue, poor bore, $700.00
cxcellent grips, some pitting, the suffix has been removed from the serial number,
Ilrird Reich Lugers pp 241-245, sln lTuxy

I



v-0 I

v-02

V-03 DWM 1906 DUTCH, 9mm;99Vo blue, 99olo straw, I

brass plate marked "2-Mar.ll I 1", a good restoration,
s/n I 39xx

good bore, excellent grips,
Lugers at Random pp 130-131,

DWM 1906 DUTCH,9mm; 8006 blue, 150z6 straw, good bore, very good grips, $795.00
2096 spotting dlight pitting due to recent bad storage, KOL proofed, delivered
Aug/Sept 1928, brass plate marked "2-Mar.ll 5" (2nd Military Police Battalion),
good Dutch mag.vine, s/n I l8xx

DWM 1906 DUTCH, 9mm; 8096 blue, 30026 straw, very good bore, excellent grips $995.00
2096 spotting w/light pitting due to recent bad storage, rust safe, Crown W proof,

excellent Dutch magazine, brass plate marked "Mgd.Mgl.6" (Medical corps Magelang
Hospital - Jave gun number 6), delivered to the Dutch East lndies Army in the first
contract delivery early in 1912, s/n 3xx

$ees.00

v-04

v-05

v-05

v-09

v- t0

v- t2

v- t3

DWM 1906 DUTCH, 9mm; 95Yo blue, 25oh straw, good bore, good grips, arsenal $ 1400.00
blue, missing brass plate on front of trigger guard and side of frame, delivered early in
1912, 1930 barrel date and GS marked, Dutch magazine, s/n l3xx

V-ll DWM 1906 DUTCH,9mm; 9096 blue,3096 straw excellent bore, verygood grips $1775.00
brass plate marked "St.lNEVlll", original DWM barrel, KL proof, delivered in 1928,

s/n I I lxx

DWM 1906 DUTCH,9mm; 8596 blue, 596 straw, poor bore, poor grips, brass
plate marked "Mgd.Tmi.i436", s/n 37xx

DWM 1906 DUTCH,9mm; 5096 blue, 506 straw, good bore, fair grips, Lugers at
Random pp 130-131, s/n l33xx

DWM 1906 DUTCH, 9mm;8096 blue, 1596 straw, fair bore, fair grips, some
pitting, original DWM finish, Wilhemena proof, s/n 32xx

DWM 1906 DUTCH,9mm;90% blue,5096 straw, fair bore, arsenal blue, Circle
KL proof, delivered Sep 1928 wothout brass plate, indicates officer issue, The
Dutch Luger pp 139, s/n I l4xx

DWM 1906 DUTCH,9mm;5096 blue,596 straw, poor bore, poorgrips, brass
plate marked'Vb.G.lll'over "3.5.5", delivered in 1928, KL proof, s/n l20xx

DWM 1906 DUTCH, 9mm;90% blue, 8096 straw, very good bore, very good
grips, very good Dutch magazine, rare original finish and original grips, Lugers at
Random pp 130-131, s/n l03xx

$ rs00.00

$895.00

$ rs00.00

$ r 200.00

$ r 29s.00

$22s0.00

V-08 DWM 1906 DUTCH M-ll, 9mm; 9096 blue,8096 straw excellent bore, excellent $t995.00
grips, 1928 contract, KOL proofed, DWM grips, 1939 barrel date, Dutch magazine,
s/n I I 5xx

v- t5 DWM 1907 DUTCH TEST,9mm;8096 blue,6096 straw, very good bore, very $9995.00
good grips, some light pitting on left side, delivered inJan 1907, I of l0 pistols, just
discovered, the only known example of this contract of l0 pistols,4" barrel, grip
safety, "RUST' marked, lndies Army, 5 point star chamber marking, The Dutch Luger
pp 126, s/n 439xx

V-19 DWM 1928 DUTCH NAW, 9mm; 9896 blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore,
excellent grips, "RUST" safe, from the first 1 928 contract, excellent condition for a
Dutch Luger, s/n l3xx

$29s0.00

V-l8 DWM 1934 DUTCH NAI 9mm; 9596 blue,9096 straw, excellent bore,
excellent grips, from the first contract delivered in 1928 - 1930, The Dutch Luger
pp 143, s/n l3xx

$3s00.00

B

DWM LUGERS
DWM 1900 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 99Vo blue, 9996 straw, excellent bore, $2995.00
excellent grips, a very nice professional restoration, Lugers at Random pp 53, s/n
50xx

DWM 1900 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 3096 blue, 596 straw, poor bore, poor grips, $995.00
light pitting, Lugers at Random pp 52-53, s/n 33xx

DWM 1900 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9596 blue, 8096 straw, very good bore, very 94995.00
good grips, early style flat safety lever, Lugers at Random pp 53-54, s/n 36xx

DWM 1900 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal;97Vo blue, 5096 straw, veD, good bore, $25OO.OO
excellent grips, some pitting, Lugers at Random pp 52-53, s/n l85xx

DWM 1900 COMMERCIAL IDEAL Rlc, 30 cah 8096 btue, 2596 straw, verygood $25OO.OO

!?.:ar..y good grips, very good stock, ldeal grips and stock, Lugers at Random pp
56-57, s/n l32xx

DWM 1906 BRAZILIAN, 9mm;9Oo/o blue,6096 straw, good bore, good grips, s/n $1650.00
4xx

DWM 1906 BRAZILIAN,9mm;8096 blue, 2596 straw, poor bore, good grips, g9O0.OO
some pitting, 4 3/4" barrel, s/n lxx

DwM 1906 BULGARIAN, 30 cal;99vo blue,9996 straw excellent bore, excellent $ll995.oo
grips, nicest we have ever seen of this variation, one of the hardest contract guns to
find, exceptionally rare, s/n l2xx

DWM 1906 COMMERCIAL,9mm;9796 blue, 9096 straw veD/ good bore, good $2450.00
grips, 4" bbl, BUG proofed, Lugers at Random pp 98-99, sln 4l7y;x

DWM 1906 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal;6096 btue,2096 straw, exceilent bore, very $1495.00
good grips, factory safety marked Gesichert, BUG proofed, appears to have had a
chamber marking removed, very rare unknown contract, s/n 27}yx

DWM 1906 PORTUGUESE ARMY 30 ca|9096 btue, 2096 straw, good bore, $l8OO.OO
good grips, Lugers at Random pp 134-135, s/n l0xx

D-18 DWM 1906 PORTUGUESE NAW 9mm; 9096 blue, 3096 straw, excellent bore,
very good grips, RP Anchor marked chamber, a not messed with example of a very
rare variation, s/n 5xx

D-0 I

D0l

D05

D-07

D04

D- t0

D- r4

D- t5

D- t2

D-t3

D-30

D-t7

D-23

D-29

D-34

D-08

D-26

DWM 1908 COMMERCIAL, 9mm:' 9596 blue, 8096 straw, very good bore,
excellent grips, sln 454xx

DWM 1908 COMMERCIAL, 9mm;97% blue, 5096 straw, good bore, good grips,
Lugers at Random pp I 16-1 17, sln 414ru.

DWM 1908 COMMERCIAL,9mm;98Vo blue, 8596 straw, very good bore,
excellent grips, Lugers at Random pp I 16-1 17, sln 4O4ya.

DWM 1908 COMMERCIAL,9mm;95Vo blue, 7096 straw, excellent bore, very
good grips, BUG proofed, Lugers at Random pp I 16-1 17, sln 42lxx

DWM 1908 MILITARY IST ISSUE, 9mm;99% blue,9596 straw, fair bore, very
good grips, an excellent restoration, excellent matching magazine, unit marked ,'i.E
M.G.l9', s/n l3xx a

DWM 1908 MILITARY IST ISSUE, gmm;8596 blue, 3096 straw, good bore, good
grips, some pitting, unit marked "36.R.N.g.52.',, s/n glxx

$3ss0.00

$ r 42s.00

$ r 250.00

$ r250.00

$ rs00.00

$ r r9s.00

$79s.00

9



D-27 DWM 1908 MILITARY IST ISSUE, 9mm; 7096 blue, 2096 straw veq/ good bore,
very good grips, unk marked "78.R.1.2.", hold open added, s/n 84xx a

D-22 DWM 1908 POLICE WEIMAR POLICE REWORK IST ISSUE,9mm; 9596 blue,
8096 straw, sear safety, Weimar Lugers pp 106, s/n 58xx a

D-3 I DWM l9l0 MILITARY 30cal;9596 blue,900z6 straw, excellent bore, excellent
grips, unit marked 5.U.8., original barrel sleeved to 30 cal, Germany marked, hold
open added, s/n 98xxc

D-40 DWM l9l3 MILITARY 9mm;8596 blue, 2596 straw, fair bore, very good grips,
lmperial Lugers pp 38-40, s/n 87xx

$ r 0es.00

D-48 DWM l9l3 MILITARY 9mm;95o/o blue,8006 straw, very good bore, good grips, $1500.00
unit marks removed from front grip strap, lmperial Lugers pp 38-40, s/n 3lxx b

D-38 DWM l9l4 MILITARY 9mm;9596 blue, 5096 straw, good bore, excellent grips,
light pitting, lmperial Lugers pp 43-44, s/n I lxx

$89s.00

D-4 I DWM l9l4 MILITARY 9mm;97o/o blue, 907o straw, excellent bore, excellent grips $1495.00
a nice 1914, s/n 30xx a

D-35 DWM l9l5 MILITARY 9mm;97oh blue, 7096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips $1595.00
matching magazine, s/n 4xxi

$99s.00

$89s.oo

$e9s.00

$ rs9s.00

$ r49s.00

D-44 DWM l915 MILITARY 9mm;95oh blue, 5096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips $1095.00
unit marked '68.R.5.2.', s/n 73xx b

D-39 DWM l915 MILITARY 9mm;95Vo blue, 8506 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips
original matching magazine, s/n 60xxd

D-42 DWM l9l5 MILITARY 9mm1. 90o/o blue, 1096 straw very good bore, very good
grips, chamber marked with large 'V' and a number similar to Swiss test gun
markings, s/n 86xxc

D-45

D-77

D-28

D-43

t0

DWM l9l5 MILITARY 9mm;97Vo blue,4096 straw, very good bore, very good $1295.00
grips, s/n 67r< a

DWM l9l5 MILITARY, 9mm; 90o/o blue, 8596 straw excellent bore, excellent grips $995.00
unit marked "ER.D." over "24." on right rear frame, s/n 80xx c

DWM l9l6 MILITARY 9mm;96% blue, 9596 straw, fair bore, excellent grips, re $795.00
strawed, lmperial Lugers pp 47-48, sln 36rcx. e

DWM 1916 MILITARY 9mm 97o/o blue,596 straw, very good bore, good grips, $995.00
very good matching magivine, lmperial Lugers pp 47-48, sln 7xx

D-57 DWM l9l6 MILITARY 9mm;97Vo blue,70o/o straw, very good bore, excellent

trips, lmperial Lugers pp 47-48, s/n 92yt< c
$ r39s.00

D-58 DWM 1916 MILITARY 9mm; 9596 blue, 2096 straw poor bore, very good grips,
lmperial Lugers pp 47-48, sln 45yx. d

$89s.00

D-59 DWM l9l6 MILITARY 9mm;98o/o blue, 8596 straq excellent bore, good grips,
lmperial Lugers pp 47-48, sln 66ru. o

$ r39s.00

D-65 DWM 19l6 MILITARY 9mm;9596 blue,4096 straw, fair bore, very good grips, "o
3651" (Weimar Navy?), s/n 5lxx a

$8es.00

D-70 DWM l917 MILITARY 9mm; 9396 blue,8096 straw, very good grips, lmperial
Lugers pp 49-50, s/n 23xx d

$89s.00

D-7 I DWM l9l7 MILITARY 9mm;9896 blue,9596 straw excellent bore, excellent grips
matching magazine, PTV Police marked barrel, Police rework, sear safe, s/n 97xxd

$9es.00

D-72 DWM l9l7 MILITARY 9mm;9796 blue, 8596 straw good bore, excellent grips, s gll9S.OO
n S0xx a

D-78 DWM l917 MILITARY 9mm;9796 blue,75Vo straw, excellent bore, excellent grips $895.00
light pitting overall, lmperial Lugers pp 49-50, sln 27ru.

DWM l9l7 MILITARY 9mm;9796 blue, 9596 straw poor bore, very good grips, $1095.00
lmperial Lugers pp 49-50, s/n 68xx c

DWM l9l7 SIMSON PTV POLICE REWORK, 9mm 9796 blue, 7096 straw, very
good bore, excellent grips, sear safety, s/n 63xx h

DWM l9l7l20 POLICE WEIMAR REWORK, 9mm;9796 blue, excellent bore, very
good grips, Police marked 'L.LG 229', holster & 2 magazines marked 229, s/n 63xxl

DWl4 19l7l20 POLICE WEIMAR REWORK, 9mm; 9396 btue, 2096 straw very
good bore, very good grips, sear safety, inot mark are crossed out with ',S.pL"
added, horizontal crown N proofs, s/n 30xx I

DWM I 9 18 BULGARIAN, 9mm; 7096 blue, 596 straw, good bore, fair grips, some
pitting, Lugers at Random pp 146-147, s/n I lxx c

DWM l9l8 MILITARY 9mm;9596 blue,8096 straw, excellent bore, excellentgrips
excellent matching magazine, s/n 22xx e

DWM l9l8 MILITARY 9mm;9096 blue, 5096 straw, fair bore, very good grips,
lmperial Lugers pp 5l-52, s/n 7xx e

DWM 19 18 MILITARY 9mm; 97Vo blue, 75Vo straw very good bore, very good
grips, s/n 75xx c

DWM l918 MILITARY 9mm;9796 blue, 9096 straw excellent bore, very good
grips, lmperial Lugers pp 5l-52, s/n 85xx g

DWM I 9 18 MILITARY 9mm; 95% blue, 8096 straw, good bore, very good grips,
grip has a chip under the safety, original matching magazine, one of the last lmperial
Lugers made, s/n Slxx I

D 8t

D87

D-75

D-76

D-46

D-49

D-50

$89s.00

$ r650.00

$89s.00

$22s 0.00

$ r 295.00

$79s.00

$79s.00

$ r 49s.00

$ r 29s.00

D-64 DWM l9l8 MILITARY 9mm; 9596 blue, 8096 straw, very good bore,,
unit marked'J.R149.4.K'(l49th infantry), good l918 black holster, s/n

D-5 I

D-52

D-53

D-66

D-54 DWM l9l8/20 MILITARY WETMAR REWORK, 9mm; 9096 btue, 8096 straw very
good bore, very good grips, unit marks removed, Weimar Lugers pp 50, s/n 5lxx g

D-l02 DWM l92O COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 97%b1ue,9096 straw, excellent bore, very
good grips, s/n l6xx n

D- I 09 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 92Vo blue, 8096 straw very good bore, very
good grips, s/n 3:o< k

D-55 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal;9896 blue,8596 straw excellent bore,
excellent grips, Lugers at Random pp 180-181, s/n 88:o< i

D-60 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9896 blue, 7096 straw, excellent bore, near
mint grips, Lugers * Random pp I 80- I I I , s/n 78xx i

good grips, $1150.00
3xx c

$8es.00

$99s.00

$6es.00

$89s.00

$ r29s.00

$89s.00DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL,30 cal;9896 blue,9596 straw excellent bore, very
good grips, Lugers at Fandom pp 180-181, s/n 40xx o



D-67 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9806 blue, 9096 straw, very good bore,
excellent grips, Lugers at Random pp I 80- I 8 I , s/n 7xx k

D-69 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9596 blue, 7096 straw, excetlent bore,
excellent grips, reworked from an lmperial 9mm by DWM and sold as a commercial
8un, s/n 59xx h

D-73 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9896 blue, 9096 straw mint bore, excellent
grips, a very nice 1920, s/n 38xx k

$89s.00

$79s.00

$99s.00

$8es.00

$89s.oo

$ r r9s.00

$99s.00

$8es.00

$89s.00

$89s.00

$69s.00

$99s.00

$79s.00

D-74

D-80

D-83

D-86

D-90

D-97

D-79

D-55

D-98

D-il2

t2

DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9796 blue,9596 straw very good bore,
excellent grips, Lugers at Random pp I 80- I 8 I , s/n I 6xx k

DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 97o/o 61ue,6096 straw, very good bore,
excellent grips, unusual smooth wood grips which appear to be original, s/n 76xx h

DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9796 blue,8596 straw, excellent bore, good
grips, Lugers at Random pp 180-181, s/n 86xx m

DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, lO cal;9796 blue, 9796 straw, good bore, excellent
grips, s/n 59xx o

D-88 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 97j6 blue,9896 straw, excellent bore,
excellent grips, s/n 77xx n

D-89 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL,9mm;97Vo blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, very
good grips, milita4/ style numbers, early Weimar military production, s/n 49xx b

DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal;9896 blue,5096 straw, excellent bore, very
good grips, military style s/n placement, no suffix letter, Lugers at Random pp 180
l8l, s/n Tlxx

D-93 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9696 blue, 3096 straw, poor bore, very good
grips, grips are unnumbered, s/n 83xx m

D-95 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9896 blue,9896 straw excettent bore,
excellent grips, a very nice example, s/n 3xx r

D-96 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9396 blue, 7096 straw, exceltent bore,
excellent grips, s/n l9xx

DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL,9mm;97% blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, excellent $895.00
grips, s/n 63n< p

DWM 1920 FINNISH AIR FORCE RlG, 30 cal;9896 blue,9596 straw, excellent 95995.00
bore, excellent grips, numbers do not match as on all Finnish guns I have seen,
frame marked 'LENTOKONETHDAS KL No 201 1", uniquie Finnish holster with
brass plaque numbered 201 l, gun has short leather lanyard - pull strap as holster
totally encloses gun, l0 of these rigs were issued to the Finnish Air Force making
this an extremely rare rig, provenence for this item is available, s/n 67xxn

DWM 1920 GRIP SAFETY, 30 cal1'97Vo blue, 6096 straw excellent bore, excellent 91850.00
grips, CN proof on barrel, crown proof overstamped suffix at base of barrel,
unmarked safety area, 'GERMANY' on rear of frame, s/n 89xx

DWM 1920 GRIP SAFETY 9mm;70Vo blue,9596 straw mint bore, excellent grips, $1850.00
Crown/N proof, barrel has letter suffix under s/n struck over with Crown proof,
Germany on rear of frame, unmarked safety, s/n 90xx

DWM 1920 POLICE REWORK DOUBLE DATE, 9mm; 9896 blue, 7096 straw, 91250.00
good bore, excellent grips, sear safety, 'Ar. A. 4" proof, a rare variation, s/n 70xx n

D-103 DWM 1923 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 97Voblue,8096 straw excellent bore, very 91995.00
good grips, excellent period presentation case & ammo, Lugers at Random pp 200
201, s/n 826xx

D-104 DWM 1923 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal; 9596 blue, 3096 straw, verygood bore, very
good grips, Lugers at Random pp 200-201, s/n 9l8xx

D-99 DWM t923 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal;9596 blue, 7096 straw, verygood bore, very
good grips, Lugers at Random pp 200-201, s/n 822xx

D-105 DWM 1923 STOEGER,30 cal; late arrival, call fordescription, s/n

D-106 DWM 1923 STOEGE& 30 cal; late arrival, call for description, s/n

D-120 DWM 1929 POLICE, 9mm; 9596 blue, 8596 straw, excellent bore, very good grips,
sear safety, cug mag safety, "L.Sd.8l." on front strap, E/1VhA66 proofed, Weimar
Lugers pp 147-149, s/n 48xx t

D-l19 DWM 1929 POLICE RlG, 9mm; 9596 blue, 75% straw, excellent bore, excellent
grips, sear safety, excellent matching magazine, good matching holster and
registration paper, Weimar Lugers pp 15l-153, s/n 50xx v

D-68 DWM IMPERIAL COMMERCIAL, 9mm; 9596 blue, 7096 straw, good bore, very
good grips, military style numbering, no receiver proofs or date, 8o26 on barrel,
stock lug, an unknown commercial model, s/n 4xx

D-127 DWM MAUSER BLANK TOGGLE SNEAK, 9mm; 8596 blue,4096 straw, mint
bore, excellent grips, 2096 spotting Vlight pitting due to recent bad storage,
WOQ66 proof, gripstrap marked "S.Ko. 1.1648" (Scheltzpolizei Koln, police unit l,
gun number 1648), original aluminum matching magazine, s/n 34xx u

D-122 DWM MAUSER OBERNDORE 9mm; 9596 blue, 8596 straw, fair bore, very good
grips, sear safety, Lugers at Random pp 250-251, s/n 8xx v

$ r695.00

$ r295.00

$6es.00

$3 2s0.00

$99s.00

$895.00

$3700.00

$4800.00

$ r r9s.00

D-t23

D-t24

D- t25

D-t29

D- t28

D- t26

DWMSNEAK,30cal;9096blue,8096strawveD/goodbore,verygoodgrips,sear $ll75.OO
safety, cut for mag safety, "S.Sta.1.233", s/n 73xx q

DWM SNEAK, 9mm; 97Vo blue, 8096 straw very good bore, very good grips, $ I I75.OO
matching magazine, cut for mag safety, s/n 70xx g

DWM SNEAK, 9mm; 9596 blue, 6096 straw very good bore, good grips, rear safety $ l060.00
cut for mag safety, "S.St.1099" on front strap, s/n 52:o< r

DWM WEIMAR POLICE, 9mm;9796 blue, 8096 straw excellent bore, very good $995.00
grips, sear safety, Weimar Lugers pp 138, s/n 54xx o

DWM/MAUSER 1929 COMMERCIAL, 30 cal;9896 blue,9096 straw, excellent gll95.OO
bore, excellent grips, some s/n are hand engraved (totally original), interesting proof
mark on ritht side of receiver, Weimar Lugers pp 275-276, sln 22ylr..

DWM/MAUSER 1932 GRIP SAFETY, 30 cal;9796 blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, $3995.00
excellent grips, Mauser grips, original matching aluminum bottom m4gazine, Mauser
salt blued,9Smm barrel, pre l9l2 frame is unreinforced, Gesichert marked with
stock lug, a truly anacronistic Luger made by Mauser to use up parts, sent to Sweden
for an unknown contract, only one I have ever seen, extremely rare, s/n 93>o< s

t3



E-0 I

E-03

E-0s

E-02

E-t5

E-20

E-3 I

E-24

E-25

E-26

E-28

ERFURT LUGERS
ERFURT 19 I I MILITARY, 9mm; 90o,6 blue, 4006 straw, good bore, very good $ I 395.00
8rips, lmperial Lugers pp 65-66, s/n 62xx

ERFURT 19ll MILITARY, 9mm; 9396 blue, 5096 straw very good bore, very good $1795.00
grips, lmperial Lugers pp 55-56, s/n 9lxx

ERFURT l9l2 MILITARY 9mm;93o/o blue, 6096 straw, good bore, very good $1495.00
grips, some light pitting, lmperial Lugers pp 67, s/n 64xx

ERFURT 19l3 MILITARY 9mm; 9596 blue, 7596 straw, very good bore, excellent $975.00
grips, stock lug, scattered pitting, unit marked "22.R.1 1.3" (22nd Grenadire
Regiment), Germany export marked, lmperial Lugers pp 72, s/n 56xx a

ERFURT l9l6 MILITARY 9mm1'90Vo blue, 5096 straw, good bore, excellent grips, $750.00
very good matching magazine, Brithish proofs, lmperial Lugers pp 75, s/n 33xxd

ERFURT l9lZ20 ARMY WEIMAR REWORK, 9mm: 9096 blue, 3096 straw, very $895.00
good bore, very good grips, s/n 98xx b

ERFURT l9l8 DOUBLE DATE,9mm; 9096 blue,9096 straw, excellent bore, $1295.00
excellent grips, has matching Simson magazine, s/n 28xx y

ERFURT l9l8 MILITARY 9mm;9596 blue, 3096 straw, very good bore, excellent $895.00
grips, lmperial Lugers pp 77, sln 43yt m

ERFURT 1918 MILITARY 9mm;9496 blue, 1096 straw, very good bore, very good $895.00
grips, grips are numbered & proofed, sln 94u. g

ERFURT l9l8 MILITARY 9mm;8596 blue,8596 straw very good bore, good $ll95.OO
grips, lmperial Lugers pp 77, sln 34ya. s

ERFURT l9l8 MILITARY 9mm; 9596 blue,8096 straw, Sood bore, verygood $895.00
grips, Weimar Police Rework, excellent matching Schmeisser magazine, sear safety, s
n 24xxn

INTERARMS LUGERS
lN-10 INTERARMS DWM COMMEMERATIVE 1906 RUSSIAN,9mm; 4" barrel, new in 9t950.00

presentation case, with papers & arccessories, Russian 70 year commemerative, s/n
077VON2xx R

lN-15 INTERARMS DWM COMMEMERATIVE NAVY',9mm; 6" barrel, new in
presentation case with papers accessoires and the book "Lugers" by John Walter, s/n
24lVON2xx

$27s0.00

lN-12 INTERARMS MAUSER P08 FRAME, 30 cah 6" barrel, near new in fair box with
papers & accessories, s/n 10.0052xx

$ r 29s.00

lN-0 I INTERARMS MAUSER SWSS FRAME, 30 cah 6" barrel, new in box with papers
and accessories, s/n 10.0035xx

$ r09s.00

t4

lN-04 INTERARMS MAUSER SWISS FRAME, 30 cah 6" barrel, like new in poor box whh
papers & accersories, Vn l0.00l3xx

$8es.00

lN-08 INTERARMS MAUSER SWISS FRAME, 30 cal; 6" barrel, new in box with papers, s/n 9995.00
10.00 l2xx

lN-17 INTERARMS MAUSER SWISS FRAME,9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n

lN-20 INTERARMS MAUSER SWISS FRAME, 9mm;99Vo blue, 10096 straw, excettent
bore, excellent grips, with manual & accessories, s/n I 1.0023xx

lN-21 INTERARMS MAUSER SWSS FRAME, 9mm; 10096 blue, 10096 straw, excetlent
bore, excellent grips, with manual & accessories, s/n I l.00l2xx

lN-25 INTERARMS MAUSER SWISS FRAME, 30 cal; 6" barrel, new in box, s/n l0.0020xx

lN-26 INTERARMS MAUSER SWSS FRAME, 30 cal; 6" barrel, new in box with papers
and accessories, s/n 10.0039xx

lN-7 INTERARMS MAUSER SWSS FRAME, 30 cal; 6" barrel, new in box with papers &
accessories, s/n I l.00l6xx

KRIEGHOFF LUGERS
K-05 DWM 1920 KRIEGHOFE l0 cal;7O% blue, 1096 straw mint bore, very good

grips, 2096 spotting Vlight pitting due to recent bad storage, backframe marked, s
n 46xx i

K-08 DWM TOGGLE KRIEGHOFF REWORK, 9mm:9896 blue, 9596 straw, excettent
bore, excellent grips, horizontal Crown N proofs on right receiver has Krieghoff E2
proof, Krieghoff finish is bright and pretty, a very rare Krieghoff variation, s/n 73xx

K-04 KRIEGHOFF 1936, 9mm; 97% blue,6096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips,
Krieghoff magzrzine within 100 numbers away, Krieghoff Parabellum pp 166, s/n
65xx

$ r000.00

$ r r9s.00

$ r r9s.00

$99s.00

$99s.00

$995.00

$7es.00

$ r s9s.00

$42s0.00

K-06 KRIEGHOFF 1936, 9mm; 9596 blue, 7096 straw, very good bore, excellent grips, $3995.00
brown plastic grips, excellent Krieghoff magazine within 20 numbers of matching,
Krieghoff Parabellum pp 166-167, s/n 53xx

K-07 KRIEGHOFF 1936, 9mm; 96% blue,9096 straw, very good bore, excellent grips, $3995.00
brown plastic grips, excellent Krieghoff mag.vine, Krieghoff Parabellum pp 166-167
sln 72.yx

K- l0 KRIEGHOFF 1944, 9mm;9096 blue, 70Vo straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, re $ l060.00
blued with some pifting, markings & parts correct except for side plate, missing
stock lug and lanyard loop, relic condition, s/n I l2xx

K- 14 KRIEGHOFF POSTWAR, 9mm; excellent bore, very good grips, in white (no $2 I 20.00
blueing), with Kiegholl toggle, large numbers 137 Krieghoff proofs, receiver & frame
appears a postwar assembly from parts, s/n lxx

K- l2 KRIEGHOFF SIDEFRAME, 9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n $6s00.00

t5
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I

B-24 i
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MAUSER LUGERS
M-73 MAUSER 42 CODE 1940, 9mm; late arrival, call for description, sln 27xx

M-74 MAUSER42 CODE 1940,9mm;9696 blue, good bore, excellent grips, s/n 28lo< a

NAVY LUGERS
NA-05 DWM 1906 NAVY, 9mm;99% blue,99Vo straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, lst $5200.00

lssue Altered, excellent Navy magazine, rear gripstrap marked 'W.W 3520", an
exceptional 06 Navy, s/n 4lxx

NA-08 DWM 1908 NAVY,9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n $4800.00

NA- I I DWM 19 16 NA\ ', 9mm; 95% blue, 20Vo straw very good bore, very good grips, $2950.00
excellent re-numbered matching magazine, 'SWl l2'on back strap, lmperial Lugers
pp 163-164, s/n 6lxx

NA-13 DWM l917 NA\a/WEIMAR POLICE REWORK,9mm; 8096 blue,2096 straw,4"
barrel, sear safety, Crown M left side, s/n 48xx

$89s.00

NA- 18 DWM 1920 COMMERCIAL NA\ ', 9mm; 9896 blue, 9896 straw excellent bore, $2750.00
excellent grips, many parts not numbered (made this way), excellent Navy magazine
s/n 4xxl

NA-22 MAUSER 1938 BANNER DUTCH NAW,9mm;8096 blue,596 straw, fair bore, $1695.00
good grips, pitted overall, 100 pieces delivered October 1938 make this the rarest
Dutch Luger, s/n 23xx v

$Call

$ r09s.00

$ r99s.00M- I 2 I MAUSER 42 CODE 4l , 9mm; 9796 blue, very good bore, very good grips, good
renumbered matching magazine, Third Reich Lugers pp 75-78, s/n lOxx o

M-95 MAUSER 42 CODE 4l , 9mm; 9996 blue, poor bore, excellent grips, an excellent
restoration, Third Reich Lugers pp 75-78, s/n 6lxx n

$99s.00

M- | 20 MAUSER BYF 4l , 9mm; 9796 blue, very good bore, excellent grips, some pitting,
walnut grips, Third Reich Lugers pp 8l-82, s/n 18rc< y

$89s.00

M-90 MAUSER BYF 41,9mm; 9596 blue, good bore, good grips, some pitting, Third
Reich Lugers pp I l -82, s/n 93:o< u

$89s.00

M-105 MAUSER BYF 4l Kil,9mm; 9796blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, original
matching number plastic bottom fxo magazine which is extremely rare, s/n l3xxKU

$23s0.00

M-106 MAUSER BYF 4l Kii,9mm;9696 blue, good bore, good grips, Third Reich Lugers 91850.00
pp 102, s/n 2Oo( Kii

M-35 MAUSER BYF 42,9mm;96% blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, walnut grips,
Third Reich Lugers pp 87-90, s/n 88xx e

$ r 79s.00

M-36 MAUSER BYF 42,9mm;99% blue, mint bore, mint grips, black plastic grips,
matching aluminum bottom fxo magazine, s/n 36xxt

$2 r00.00

M- I 37 MAUSER BYF 42 PORTUGUESE, 9mm; 9096 blue, very good bore, very good
grips, some pitting, s/n 50xx

$6es.00

M-125 MAUSER BYF 42 PORTUGUESE RlG, 9mm; 9896 blue, excellent bore, excellent 9t750.00
grips, excellent fxe 6agezin6, excellent PortuSuese holster with cleaning rod & tool,
s/n 48xx m

M-23 MAUSER Sl42 1936, 9mm; 9596 blue, 9096 straw very good bore, very good grips g I 395.00
Third Reich Lugers pp 43-44, sln Tlyxk

M-30 MAUSER Sl42 1936,9mm; 9996 blue, 9996 straw excellent bore, excellent grips, $1995.00
excellent matching magazine, s/n 4r<k

M-3 I MAUSER Sl42 1936, 9mm; 9596 blue, 9596 straw, very good bore, excellent grips, $ I 195.00
s/n lTxx m

M-4 I MAUSER Sl42 1937, 9mm; 9696 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, Third Reich
Lugers pp 5l-52, s/n 51rc< n

$ I 49s.00

M-40 MAUSER Sl42 1937 IST SUB-VARIATION, 9mm; 9796 blue, 9096 straw, very $ I 095.00
good bore, very good grips, nicely restored, Third Reich Lugers pp 49-50, s/n l4xx k

NA-20 MAUSER S/42 1938 NAVY 9mm; 7096 blue, fair bore, fair
strap, very good black Nazi Navy holstel this serial number
Third Reich Lugers pp 55 & 108, s/n 95>o< I

8rips,
listed

'N4005' on back $1395.00
on page 108,

SIMSON LUGERS
ss-o r

ss-03

$ r79s.00

$ r 6s0.00

ss-04

ss-05

$ r39s.00

SIMSON & CO, 9mm; 8596 blue, 20Vo straw, very good bore, good grips, Lugers at $1995.00
Random pp 222-223, s/n 33xx

SS-07 SIMSON & CO, 9mm; 70% blue,596 straw, fair bore, very good grips, unit marked $ I 100.00
'A.S.434.' on front grip strap, Lugers at Random pp 222-223, s/n 60xx

SS-08 SIMSON & CO,9mm;9096 blue,5096 straw, good bore, verygood grips, "1920" $2 150.00
on chamberi Simson magazine, Lugers at Random pp 222-223, s/n 29xx

SS-09 SIMSON & CO, 9mm; 70Vo blue,4096 straw, very good bore, excellent grips,
Simson maga,ine, proofed grip screws, very few Simsons made, s/n 95xx

$ r 49s.00

SS-02 SIMSON & CO S CODE, 9mm; 9596 blue, 4096 straw very good bore, very good $2950.00
grips, sear safety, Lugers at Random pp 228-229, s/n 2xx a

l9

SIMSON & CO, 9mm; 8596 blue, 6096 straw, good bore, good grips, s/n 99xx

SIMSON & CO, 9mm; 9096 blue, 6096 straw fair bore, excellent grips, Lugers at
Random pp 222-223, s/n 82xx

SIMSON & CO, 9mm; 9096 blue, good bore, good grips, s/n 87xx

t'l-62

M-66

MAUSER Sl42 1938,9mm;97% blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, Vn 48xx b

MAUSER Sl42 1938,9mm; 9096 blue, very good bore, very good grips, Third
Reich Lugers pp 53-54, s/n 6ln< b

$2000.00

$ r r9s.00

1"1-24 MAUSER S/42 K DATE IST SUB-VARIATION, 9mm; 7596 blue,8596 straw very $3750.00
good bore, very good grips, Third Reich Lugers pp 19-20, s/n 2xx

M-68

t8

MAUSER S/42 PERSIAN, 9mm; late arrival, call for description, s/n $42s0.00

f



SWISS LUGERS
SW-02 DWM 1900 SWISS, 30 call' 9996 blue, 9896 straw, near mint bore, near mint grips, $8500.00

this is the nicest 1900 Swiss we have ever had, Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n
lZxx

SW-21 DWM 1906 SWISS, 30 cal;9896 blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips,
Lugers at Random pp 128-129, s/n 9lxx

SW- 19 DWM 1906 SWISS CROSS lN SHIELD, 30 cal; 9896 blue, 8096 straw, very good
bore, excellent grips, "P55" below s/n, Lugers at Random pp 128-129, s/n l50xx

SW-46 DWM/MAUSER 06/34 SWISS COMMERCIAL, 30 cal:'98% blue, 9896 straw,
excellent bore, excellent grips, Swiss disc magazine, early Mauser production, DWM
toggle, extremely rare, Third Reich Lugers pp 229, s/n 5xx v

SW-23 SWSS 06/24 BERN, 30 cal;9996 blue, 9596 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips,
Lugers at Random pp 213-214, sln l72vt

SW-25 SWSS 06/24 BERN, 30 cal; 9896 blue, 9596 straw excellent bore, excellent grips,
Lugers at Random pp212-2'3, s/n 2l6xx

SW-27 SWISS 06/24 BERN, 30 cal; 9796 blue, 3096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips,
very good 39 dated Swiss holster, s/n 287xx

SW-3 I SWSS 1929 BERN, 30 cah 9896 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, Lugers at
Random pp 214-715, sln 749xx

SW-37 SWISS 1929 BERN,30 cal;9896 blue, excellentgrips, s/n 633xx

SW-40 SWISS 1929 BERN,30 cal;9596 blue, excellent bore, excellentgrips, brown plastic
grips, s/n 6l3xx

sw-03

sw-05

sw-06

sw-07

sw-08

sw-il

sw- t5

sw- l7

sw-09

sw-ot

sw-t2

sw-45

sw-47

sw- t3

sw-t4

sw-t6

sw-20

DWM 1900 SWSS,30 cal;9896 blue,9896 straw, excellent bore, excellentgrips, $12500.00
early flat safety, unrelieved frame with flat bottom mag".ine, has a letter "E" next to
the proof on the left receiver similar to the E prefix s/n range guns, one of the first
guns made and one of the very few not modified, small gouge in grip, 6xx

DWM 1900 SWSS, 30 cd; 9796 blue, 97j6 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, $4750.00
early flat safety lever, an excellent 1900 Swiss, Lugers at Random pp 54-55, Vn 37xx

DWM 1900 SWISS, 30 cal;95% blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, excellert grips, $4450.00
Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n 38xx

DWM 1900 SWSS,30 cal;96% blue,9596 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, $4950.00
Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n 9xx

DWM 1900 SWSS, 30 cal;95% blue,8596 straw, fair bore, good grips, some $1200.00
pitting, "P35" marked, Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n 48xx

DWM 1900SWISS,30cal;9596 blue,9096straw,excellentbore,excellentgrips, $3995.00
excellent Swiss disc magazine, second type safety, excellent example of one of the
first Lugers issued, early s/n, s/n 9xx

DWM 1900 SWISS,30 cd;9696 blue,8596 straw excellent bore, excellentgrips, P
release proofed, Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n 37xx

DWM 1900 SWSS, 30 cal;98% blue, 9596 straw excellent bore, excellent grips,
Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n 6ro<

DWM 1900 SWSS'A'SUFFIX, 30 cal;9096 blue, 9896 straw, excellent bore, very
good grips, restrawed, "P35" on left receiven Lugers at Random pp 54, s/n 50xx a

DWM 1900 SWSS WIDE TRlccER, 30 cah 9896 blue, 9596 straw excettent bore,
excellent grips, excellent disc magazine, an exceptional wide trigger Lugeri s/n 40xx

DWM 1900 SWISS WDE TRIGGE& 30 cal; 9596 blue, 9896 straw, mint bore,
excellerfi grips, Swiss disc magazine, sln 42yx

$47s0.00

$62s0.00

$49s0.00

$499s.00

$32s0.00

DWM 1900 SWISS WDE TRIGGER, 30 cal; 7096 blue, 1596 straw poor bore, very 92995.00
good grips, very good 06 original holster, Lugers at Random pp 54-55, s/n 4ln<

DWM 1905 SWISS ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, 9mm; 9596 blue, 6096 straw; $7500.00
excellent bore, excellent grips, original A&F logo holster, see gun Report articles
Feb & Mar 1995) by Chades Kenyon about these A&F pistols, s/n 30xx i

DWM 1906 SWSS, 30 cal;9696 blue, 7096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, $2450.00
Lugers at Random pp 126-127, s/n 50xx

DWM 1906 SWSS,30 cal;97% blue,9596 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, $2750.00
Lugers at Random pp 126-127, s/n Tlxx

DWM 1906 SWSS,30 cal;95% blue,8096 straw, excellent bore, mintgrips, Swiss $3500.00
disc magazine, Swiss finished DWM, s/n 89xx

DWM 1906 SWISS, 30 cal;98% blue, 8096 straw, near mint bore, near mint grips, $2650.00
Lugers at Random pp 126-127, s/n 5lxx

SW-18 SWISS 06/24 BERN RlG,30 cal;9896 blue, 9796straw, excellent bore, excellent
grips, excellent holster, extra magazine and straps, sln 228u.

SW-22 SWISS 1924 BERN, 30 cal; 9396 blue, 8596 straw, very good bore, very good grips, $1450.00
Lugers at Fandom pp 212-213, s/n 329xx

SW-24 SWISS 1929 BERN, 30 cal; 9096 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, brown plastic $ I 350.00
grips, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n 633xx

n

$23s0.00

$22s0.00

$9000.00

$24s0.00

$26s0.00

$ r8s0.00

$2ss0.00

$ r7s0.00

$22s0.00

$ r89s.00

SW-36 SWISS 1929 BERN COMMERCIAL'P'PREFIX,30 cal;9896 blue, mint bore,
excellent grips, made in December I 946 in the last few guns produced, one of the
rarest 1929 Berns, s/n P78lxx

$29s0.00

SW-39 SWISS 1929 BERN COMMERCIAL'P" PREFIX, 30 cal; 9596 blue, mint bore,
excellent grips, made for private sale on the eve of WWll in a small group of 200
pistols, made December 1940, s/n P255xx

$2750.00

SW-4 I SWSS 1929 BERN COMMERCIAL "P" PREFIX, 30 cal;9896 blue, near mint bore, $3350.00
excellent grips, brown plastic grips, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n P254xx

SW-42 SWISS 1929 BERN COMMERCIAL 'P" PREFIX, 30 cal;97Vo blue, good bore,
excellent grips, black plastic grips, very good 1942 Swiss holster & straps, extra
magazine, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, sln P262vx

$22s0.00

SW-44 SWSS 1929 BERN COMMERCIAL'P'PREFIX, 30 cal;99o/o blue, near mint bore, $2 150.00
excellent grips, brown plastic grips, P commercial proofed, Lugers at Random pp
214-215. s/n P586xx

SW-29 SWISS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cal;9896 blue, excellent bore, excellentgrips, red $2450.00
plastic grips and magazine bottom, s/n 549xx

SW-30 SWSS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30cal;97Vo blue, excellent bore, excellentgrips, red $2795.00
plastic grips and magrzi6s bottom, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n P250xx
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SW-32 SWSS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cal; 9896 blue, excellent bore, o<cellent grips, red
plastic grips, Lugers at Pandom pp 214-215, s/n 546xx

SW-33 SW|SS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cal; 9896 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, red
plastic grips, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n 55lxx

SW-34 SWSS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cal; 9596 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, red
plastic grips, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n 5l lxx

SW-35 SWSS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cal; 9896 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, red
plastic grips, manufactured 9/35, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n 53 lxx

SW-38 SWSS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cah 9896 blue, mint bore, excellent grips, red
plastic grips and magazine bottom, made in February 1936, s/n 536xx

SW-43 SWISS 1929 BERN RED GRIB 30 cal; 9996 blue, near mint bore, near mint grips,
red plastic grips, Lugers at Random pp 214-215, s/n 504xx

SW-48 SWSS COMMERCIAL LONG BARREL, 30 cat; 9896 blue, 9596 straw, excellent
bore, excellent grips, Artillery style fine tune rear sight, Swiss 1930,s era parts or
special order, Waffenfabrik Bern mfg, s/n 3lxx

EARLY & MISC AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
MP-50 l9ll KONGSBERG,45 cal; excellent 9896 overall condition, 1945 dated,

Waffenampt proofed, all matching numbers, s/n 298xx
$42s0.00

t'lP-47 l9l I NORTH AMERICAN,45 cal; matching numbers, excellent 6096 overall
condition, no pits, no rust, just honest wear, with protoq/pe Mill's holster, s/n 77

$2 r s00.00

MP-22 FN Hl POWER, 9mm;95Yo blue, good bore, excellent grips, earliest variation
slotted tangent, 'Waq 613' on trigger guard bow, waff proofed magazine, very rare
Nazi FN, s/n 5l lxx

$3 2s0.00

$24s0.00

$24s0.00

$2ss0.00

$22s0.00

$2750.00

$2s00.00

$ r 7s0.00

MP-26 HIGH STANDARD SUPERMATIC CITATION, 22 cal;92Vo blue, excellent bore,
good grips, bull barrel, ML prefix series, early Hamden mfg, s/n Mll05xx

oNE OF A KIND LUGERS
OK-O1 DWM 1902 CARBINE, 30 cah 9896 blue, poor bore, excellent grips, excellent stock $10500.00

an excellent almost perfect restoration by Gde Morgan, reproduction stock, looks
like one we recently sold for $25,000, sln 243n<

OK-02 DWM 1902 CARBINE, 30 cal;9896 blue,9896 straw excellent bore, excellent gl75OO.0O
grips, excellent stock, early style one screw lug stock matching to gun, an
exceptional early carbine, s/n 2 I 6xx

OK-05 DWM 1902 CARBINE, 30 cal;9596 blue, 9096 straw, excellent bore, excellent $95OO.OO
grips, excellent stock, excellent forend, original "period', stock is not 02 pattern but
has been with the gun for many years, with old presentation case, s/n 240xx

OK-06 DWM 1902 CARBINE, 30 cal;9896 blue,9596 straw excellent bore, excellent $|250O.OO
grips, excellent stock, excellent forend, BUG proofed, very professional mint
reproduction stock numbered to gun, s/n 245xx

OK-04 DWM 1920 CARBINE,30 cal;9896 blue,9596 straw excellent bore, excellent gl|5OO.OO
grips, very good stock, excellent forend, original stock, s/n 7l

OK-10 DWM VUiATT CONVERSION,45 cal; l0" barrel, excellent condition, custom gl89S.OO
target grips, a nice shooter, s/n 82xx n

oK-09 MAUSER 1940 BANNER WYATT coNVERsloN, 45 cal; t0" heavy barrel with g27so.0o
target sights, loads from the top,exceptional condition, Wyatt only made a few of
these in the I 950's, s/n 76xx

oK-07 SPANDAU 1918, 9mm; 9596 blue, 3096 straw, excellent bore, excellent grips, a $ I 50oo.o0
known gun from a famous old collection, s/n 22

MP-27 INGLIS Hl POWER, 9mm; diamond trademark, 9896 condition overall, s/n 9T36xx $299s.00

$6oo0.ooMP-28 INGLIS Hl POWER, 9mm; excellent condition with some minor spotting, diamond
trademark, tan slot in the white with white plastic grips, included with this gun is
the same original lnglis flat board stock pictured in the Hi Power book by Blake

Stevens pp 102, s/n 5CH92xx

MP-29 INGLIS Hl POWER, 9mm; marked "DP", excellent 9996 condition with decal, this
identical gun pictured in the Hi Power book by Blake Stevens pp I 15, s/n

$3 s00.00

MP-4 I MAUSER l9l4l1934 POCKET, 32 cal; excellent condition, eagle N proofed,
appearc to be a transitional model, special purpose or contract, salt blued with slide
markings similar to 390,000 s/n range, 34 style grips, number I on all parts appears
to be correct and not a restamp or number change, s/n I

$ r99s.00

MP-43 MAUSERCg6 CARBINE,30 cal;9596 blue, excellent stock, large ring hammer, VL $18000.00
D marked, matching wood stock & forend, these are much rarer than the 02
carbines, s/n 2xx

MP-42 MAUSER C96 CONE HAMMER, 30 cal; matching stock, 9596 overall condition,
front sitht has been modified to a nickel silver blade, very unusual feature ia s folding
peep sight on the stock which is factory quality, it folds up 3 314" and fits flush with
stock surface when down, also has an unusual belt attachment with leather covered
chain and unusual clip (about 6" long), s/n l2xx

MP-08 SAVAGE 45 AUTO, 45 cal;98Vo blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, excellent
matte blue, a very rare 45 in ecellent condition, s/n 2xx

MP-62 SIG 210-1, 9mm; excellent 99o/o overall condition, 3 caliber set: 9mm, 30 luger and

22 cal all in frtted case, early 50,000 s/n range, s/n P5Olxx

MP-64 SIG 2lO-2,; factory cutaway, new in box, s/n 987xx

$4s00.00

MP-71 SIG 210-5, ; H&R Target, 50 pieces made for Hofmann & Reinhart gun shop in
Zurich in 1984, new in box, s/n P979xx

MP-6 I SIG 210-6,9mm; special order, factory engraved, fine English scroll on frame, special $6325.00
order motiff on underside shows woman, hourglass, skull and the words 'ANNO
DOMIN 1982", gold line and gold inlays, beautiful burl walnut smooth griPs, also

comes with a SIG attache style case, sln P674vx

MP-32 TARN, 9mm; excellent 987o condition overall, built by the Swift Rifle Co in
England during WWll on a patent by Polish exile Bakanowski, made in PrototyPe
quantities only, one of the rarest 9mm's, this same gun (s/n 103) is pictured in Ed

Ezell's book Handguns of the World on p 157, s/n 103

$799s.00

$4es.00

$92s0.00

$63 2s.00

$2s00.00

$3ees.00
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MP-74 VALMET L35 LAHTI, 9mml'9896 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, Finnish, no
stock lug, s/n Slxx

MP-77 WALTHER PB 22 cal;9996 blue, excellent bore, excellent grips, ULM, grip
extension magazine, s/n 247>o<LR

The Buyers Page

lf you have one or more collector guns you wish to convert to
cash, please read this!

Simpson Ltd. is constantly looking for quality collector guns for our custom-
ers. We are always interested in purchasing or consigning such items. Many

sellers are disappointed by the prices their items bring at auctions. And, after
the auction takes l5o/o from the seller and l0o/o from the buyer, they only
receive a fraction of the actual selling price. Our terms are very simple: We
try to pay 70o/o of the retail value of an item (and you get your money
immediately, no waiting thirty days after an auction that occurs months after
you consign the item.) Or, we consign items for a l5o/o fee, and guarantee

that they will only be sold at a fair retail price. We sell excePtional pieces

much quicker than an auction house can.

Of course, we can not evaluate pieces without seeing them. lf you have a

small number of items, we will pay the shipping both ways to view them.
Your can legally send guns to a business licensed as we are, and have them
shipped back to you without obtaining a license, usually for the purpose of
repair. We prefer U.PS. When we receive the items, we will call you with a
cash offer (if we are interested), or we will tell you what we think we can sell

them for on consignment. lf no aSreement is reached, we will PromPtly
return your items, with a check to cover you shipping cost to us (please

include a receipt.) Our physical address is:

$89s.00

$s9s.00

Simpson Ltd.
140 South Seminary St.

Galesburg, lL 61401

Send correspondence to:
PO Box 1483

Galesburg, lL 6 1402- 1483

Please e-mail us at lugers@simpsonltd or call 309-342-5800 to let us know
your package is on its way. Our Hours: l-6 PM Tue - Sat. We are closed Sun

and Mon.

For large collections, we are willing to travel to view the items. Please e-mail

a complete list of the collection to lugers@simpsonltd and we will arrange to
see the items, if interested.

We have been in business for over thirty five years, and are Dunn &
Bradstreet rated. Please see our ads in the top collector gun publications.
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ACCESSORIES AND OTHER ASSORTE D ITEMS

Please include Postage for UPS shipping of accessories. $5,00 for one item, $8.00 for multiple
items. Cashiers check, money order, Visa/Mastercard, American Express are
accepted.
Send mail-in orderc to: Simpson Ltd; pO Box 1483; Galesburg, lL 61402-14g3

l. Pecard Leather cream, absolutely the best leather preservative on the market,
restores suppleness to dry old leather, 6 oz. $5.00

Star MMS wooden holster stock, mint

BORCHARDT STOCK, an almost perfect repro with cheek Piece i

NA\ / STOCK, from a commercial contract of stocked Navys that were thought to
have gone to Paraguay, s/n 364xx I

4mm kits similar to Kenyon pp. 385-388

Glaser 4mm conversion kit in orig. box w/targets, sinSle shot

Small boxed pre-war Yrilitary 22 conversion kit, semi-automatic, all matchinS,

complete, exc cond

Large boxed 22 conversion kit, exc 9996, magazine mismatched by a few numbers

SWISS SUB CALIBER CONVERSION KlT, like Bender p 488, excellent

Various Collector Luger ammo, per box

GECO 9MM PRE WAR AMMO, beautiful red & black box, exc. (50 Rnd. Box)

Swiss Pre War Officers Dag8er, exceptional quality, the ideal accessory for your
Swiss Luger, exc. cond.

ORIGINAL WWII PLASTIC GRIPS FOR COLT I9IIAI ALSO REMINGTON RAND,
ITHACA, US&S, exc. cond, (specify make or gun) send SASE for list

PRE WAR HP OR O SERIES small Parts excePt hammer & firing pin (EACH PART)
(NO GRIPS) (20+ PARTS SEr)

MAUSER BANNER COMMERCIAL LUGER MANUAL, 1936, 4 color, 22 pages,

disassembly photos and parts list, perfect copy of a very rare Luger accessory
German text, postpaid in U.S.

MAUSER BANNER COMMERCIAL LUGER MANUAL, 1941, 4 color, 22 pages,

disassembly and parts list, red, white & black cover, a very rare color brochure.
A perfect iopy of a one of a kind luger manual, german text, PostPaid in U.S.

5

$39.9s

$20.00

$4s.00
$ r2s.00
$ rs0.00

$8s.00

RICHVORRICHTUNG, wD30- I 30 der W&F fur den Abzwinkelhebel, (correcting device
for the trigger lever Swiss ordnance mkd w/20 page instruction manual) for adjusing
trigger pull $595.00

original Luger artillery sigk adjustment tool (for fine tune sighs) (easily broken) $6s.oo

Luger artillery fine tune siglrt screw (with two holes) $2O.OO

PIN PUNCH, some holsters have a loop for these $IO.OO

20.

7t.

22.

23.

24.

24a.

25.

76.

27.

29.

30.

$49s.00

$ rs00.00

$ r9o0.o0

$ r9s.o0

$49s.00

$ r r 9s.00

$ I 895.00

$49s.00

$9s.oo

$2es.00

$32s.00

$ I 0/pair

$3s.00
$200.00/set

$ 12.00

$ r2.00

$ r2.oo

6.

7.

8.

9.

2. luger Sh-ooting Medal, I have.Looked in Europe, for these for 25 years, and finally
found a few pieces. There will be some variation of Ribbon and Top hanger

3. Original Luger take down tool (not proofed)

4. Original Luger take down tool (E/63 & V655proofed)
Original Luger take down tool (E/135 proofed)
Original Luger take down tool (V2 proofed)
Original Luger take down tool (lmpirial proofed)

|.ROOFING GAqGE for length and profile of the firing pin tip of the pOg, see the book
"Luger Holsters & Accessories of the 2fth Century', by'E. B6ndea page 324

lst Model Snail Drum, excellent condition (when in stock)

2nd Model Snail Drum, excellent condition (when in stock)

Drum Loading Tool (when in stock)

SNAIL DRUM LOADING TOOL, these are almost perfect reproductions,
appears to be made from or'rginal tooling, new

Swiss brass tube early cleaning kit for 1900-1906 models (COMPLETE)

Orig. W.Wl or W.Wll Luger holsters in very good to excellent condition, call for
descriptions & prices

$ r6s.00

$ r29s.00

$ | r95.00

$79s.00

$49s.00

$7s.00

$ rs0.00 -
$s00.00

$79s.00

$600.00

3t.

32.

33.

34

34a.

34b.

35.

35a.

36.

39.

41.

Please

t0.

il.

t2.

l2a.

P-38 MANUAL, 32 page, 16 color Pages, rePrint
P-38 manual, exceptionally well done, PostPaid in

of a 1943 German text model
the U.S.

t3

t4

t5.

t6.

t8

t9

l9a.

Luger grips, handmade, hand checkered walnut, will fh either DWM or Mauser almost
perfectly. Exact copy of original wood grips. $ I OO.OO

Excellent reproduction Luger holster, black with white stitching, identical to wWi and wwl
military style, very well made - 

$37.50

Danish made German Navy Holster for use by the German Navy Guard - Denmark,
exc+ condition with letter from S. Jenson, Denmark $8OO.OO

Finnish commercial Luger Holster, light brown, similar to Bender page gl with circle
framed Bear logo on front flap, exc condition, very nice guality and ippearance

AUDLEY 4" Luger Holster, exc condition, see "Luger Holsters,, by Bender p 541

Mauser Fapid Fire Pistol (Schnelfuer), an identical copy of original sales brochure in English,

I pages, dates 1931, a very rare manual as most were printed in German $10.00

ORIGINAL PRE WAR COLOR WALL CHART for Luger 3l"x 43", for Finland &
Sweden, exceptional quality Printing, exc. cond., super for Luger room $39s.00

PRE WAR COLOR WALL CHART, an identical copy (on better paper) of item 35,

beautiful color, Finnish & Swedich text, 27" X 40", ven/ well done, PostPaid in the U.S. $35.00

ORIGINAL BLUE PRINT FROM MAUSER OBERNDORE for Luger production tooling,
pre 1945, recovered recentty from France, size 8" x 10" to l0" x 20" (approx)
great for framing or to go into production $25.00 ea

P-38 ORIGINAL GUAGES, go and no go chamber guages, front sight height guage. 3 pieces

all Waffenampt and P-38 marked. Extremely rare. $750.00

6 shot C96 stripper clip, original, exc* $350.00

include postage for UPS shipping of accessories. $5.00 for one item, $8.00 for multiple
items. Cashiers check, money order, Yisa/Mastercard, American Express are
accepted.

Send mail-in orderc to: Simpson Ltd; PO Box 1483; Galesburg, lL 61402-1483
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GU N SHOW SCHEDULE
We plan to attend these shows and can bring items from this list if you will call us in advance.

BOOKS FOR SALE
AXIS PISTOLS by Jan Still, 350 pages, hard cover, the most comprehensive guide to the
handguns used by Germany in the Second World War including captured country's
*eup--on., highly iecommended; includes Price Guide SOLD OUT

Price Guide to AXIS PISTOLS $4.00

THIRD REICH LUGERS AND THEIRACCESSORIES byJan Still' 291 pages' hard cover,
this book contains photos and information from the world's most important Luger
collections, covers military commercial, police, foreign contract Lugers from 1933 - 1945

and their accessories; includes Price Guide SOLD OUT

Price Guide to THIRD REICH LUGERS $4.00

IMPERIAL LUGERS byJan Still,2l9 pages, hard cover, another excellent source of
important information by one of today's most noted authors on the subiect, certain
to be a big seller, as are all of Mr. Still'i books; includes Price Guide, $80.00

Price Guide to IMPERIAL LUGERS $4.00

WEIMAR LUGERS, byJan Still, 312 pages, hard cover, a much needed and well illustrated
guide to Lugers made and reworked in the l9l8 to 1934 period, including Simson, Stoeger,
Folice and Military & accessories, with information on Unit markings, KL, Death's Head, etc.,

highly recommended - a must for the collector; includes Price Guide SOLD OUT

Price Guide to WEIMAR LUGERS $4.00

I 900 LUGER - The US TEST TRIALS by Michael Reese, I l0 pages, soft cover, excellent
research study on the US military evaluation of the Luger $7.95

KRIEGHOFF PARABELLUM by Pandall Gibson, 280 pages, hard cover, the classic,

much used reference on Kriegfioff Lugers $59.95

LUGERS OF RALPH SHATTUCK by David Mouser, a small format hardbound color
presentation of some of the popular, interestinS and rare pieces in Ralph's collection.
A nice gift or coffee table adiition $ 19.95

THE NAVY LUGER byJochim Gortz &John Walter, 128 pages, hard cover, an excellent
reference on early and lmperial Navy Lugers, with much early archive information
not previously available - $25.00

ASTRA AUTOMATIC PISTOLS by Len Antaris, 248 pages, hard cover, an excePtionally
well researched and illustrated book, in similar format to AXIS PISTOLS' covering all

Astra pistols from earliest to latest, with much factory info $43.00

MONOGRAPH ll: GERMAN MILITARY PISTOLS 1904-1930 by Fred Datig,88 Pages'
soft cover, study of WW era Lugers & accessories $ I 4.95

GERMAN PISTOLS AND HOLSTERS 1934-1945 Vol. ll by LtC. Robert Whittington,
312 pages, hard cover, good Nazi Pistols reference $65.00

GERMAN PISTOLS AND HOLSTERS 1934-1945 Vol. lll by LtC. Robert Whittington
352 pages, hard cover, superb reference on holsters $65.00

GERMAN PISTOLS AND HOLSTERS 1934-1945 Vol. lV by LtC. Robert Whittington'
hard cover, a great reference of the actual weapons issued to WW ll German Unic $39.95

LUGERSAT RANDOM by Charles Kenyon,Jr.,416 pages, hard cover, the classic

reference on all Lugers, now back in prini $59.95

LUGER HOLSTERS AND ACCESSORIES OF THE 20TH CENTURY by Eugene J. Bendex
600* pages, hard cover, an exceptional large reference with hundreds of illustrations and

pictures,i must for the Luger collector - 
$69.95
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We are working on keeping the Luger List
updated on our website. We try to update
it about the same time this is mailed out.

Check it out at www.simpsonltd.com
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20.

2t.

22.

23.

24.

25.

COLT 38 SUPER by Doug Sheldon, all color format, extremely well researched,
100's of photos, a must for the Colt Collector $69.95

LUGER - THE MULTI-NATIONAL PISTOL by Charles Kenyon, an exceptionally well
illustrated book with many of the guns & accessories provided by Simpson Ltd. for the
photos, with breath taking color photography by Paul Goodwin, recommended book $69.95

LUGERS, a mini manual about collecting Lugers, the most valuable model, the law,
Luger history and accessories $3.00

THE DUTCH LUGER by Marten & de Vries, the most definitive book ever written on Dutch
Lugers, this new edition features NEW 352 photos & illustrations, plus history & data never
published in any other book covering Luger pistols. 8314" x ll l/2" large format
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED $49.95

J. P SAUER & SOHN Vol I by Jim Cate, 406 pages, a book on one of Germany's highest
quality arms manufacturer, over 500 photos of Sauer items with s/n's, technical records,
history etc., highly recommended - Out of Print $69.95

J. P SAUER & SOHN VOL 2 byJim Cate,400+ pages, Sauer autos with all new
information, history serial ranges, etc. $69.95

SIG 210, by Vetter, Bible for the 210 series (German Text) $95.00

BLUE BOOK OF GUN VALUES, Latest Edition with an excellent Luger section $3O.OO

PARABELLUM, A TECHNICAL HISTORY OF SWISS LUGERS by Vittorio Bobba,
225 pages, all color, large I 3 I 12" x 9 I 12" format, exceptional color photos and research
done independent of American Dealers and Pundits, this a must have book $125.00

LUGER TIPS by Michael Reese lll, new revised edhion, an excellent basic reference
covering basic models, accessories, holsters, with updded price-value guide $14.95

WALTHER, A GERMAN LEGEND by Manfred Kerstein,400+ pages, English text, large
format mostly color with much information not available elsewhere, covers all Whhher
models - oren shotguns and rifles, a must have book, just recently published $85.00

THE P08 LUGER PISTOL by Martens & de Vries, an incredible photo archive of WWI
period Lugers in use and action, documenting accessories such as lanyards, cleaning
equipment, Death's Head markings, etc., a must have for the Luger collector $35.00

BOOK ORDERS

POSTAGE lS $s.(Xl PER BOOK For lnternational orders please add sufficient postage
to your Cashiers Check, Money Order, or Credit Card Order.

Send your mail-in orders to: Simpson Ltd; PO Box 1483; Galesburg, lL 61402-1493

We want your Lugers!
lf you have duplicates, are thinking about selling your collection, or have a single piece

for sale, call us or send us the item(s) UPS and we'll try to make an agreeable deal.

REMEMBER, AFTERNOONS ONLY----TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY I _ 6 pM
CLOSED SUNDAY/MONDAY

BOOKS
AXIS PISTOLS WPrice Guide by Jan Still

AXIS PISTOLS PRICE GUIDE ONLY

THIRD REICH LUGERS WPrice Guide by Jan Still

THIFID BEICH LUGEBS PRICE GUIDE ONLY

IMPERIAL LUGERS WPrice Guide by Jan Still

IMPERIAL LUGERS PRICE GUIDE ONLY

WEIMAR LUGERS w/Price Guide by Jan Still

WEIMAR LUGERS PRICE GUIDE ONLY

1900 LUGER - TEST TRIALS by Michael Reese

KRIEGt'loFjF PARABELLUM by Randall Gibson

LUGERS OF RALPH SHATTUCK bY Mouser

THE NAVY LUGER by J. Gortz & J. Walter

ASTFIA AUTOMATIC PISTOLS by Len Antaris

THE GERMAN MILITARY PISTOLS by Fred Datig

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

I
10.

11.

12.
'13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31 .

32.

$soLD ouT_
$4.00-

$soLD our_
$4.00_

$80.00_
$4.00-

$SOLD OUT

$4.00_
$7.95_

$59.95_
$19.95_
$25.00_
$43.00_
$14 OE
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27
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GEFIMAN PISTOLS & HOLSTERS VOL. ll by Whittington $65.00-
GERMAN PISTOLS & HOLSTERS VOL lll BY Whittington $65.00-
GERMAN PISTOLS & HOLSTERS VOL. lV by Whittington $39.95-
LUGERS AT RANDOM by Charles Kenyon Jr. $59.95-
LUGER HOLSTERS & ACCESSORIES by Eugene Bender $69.95-
COLT 38 SUPER by Doug Sheldon $69.95-
LUGER-THE MULTI-NATIONAL PISTOL by C. Kenyon $69.95-
LUGERS-MINI MANUAL by Guns & Ammo $3.00-
THE DUTCH LUGER by Martens & de Vries $49.95-
J.P. SAUER & SOHN Vol 1, by Jim Cate $69.95-
J.P. SAUER & SOHN Vol 2, by Jim Cate $69.95-
SIG 210 by Vetter (German Text) $95.00-
Current Edition ol BLUE BOOK OF GUN VALUES $30.00-
PARABELLUM, by Vittorio Bobba $125.00-
LUGER TIPS by Michael Reese $14.95-
WALTHER, A GERMAN LEGEND by M. Kerstein $85.00-
THE P.O8 LUGER PISTOL by Martens & de Vries $35.00-
LUGER L|ST SUBSCRIPTION (USA $10.00/YR., FOREIGN $20.004/R)-

30.

29

3t

SUB.TOTAL

ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX (except for Luger List Subscription)(7.25%)

POSTAGE

TOTAL

PAYMENT METHOD:-CASHIERS CHECK - MONEY ORDER

-MasterOard 

- Visa - AmEx (Please include billing address and zip code)

CARD #: EXP DATE:-

30 3r

**********************************************************************************

SHIP TO:

SIGNATURE



o
140 S. Seminary St.
P O. Box 1483
Galesburg, lL 61402
United States of America
Open: 1to6pm;Tues-Sat

Phone: + +309/ 342-5800 FAX: * +3091 342-5730 (Always on)

Visitusat:www.simpsonltd.com e-mail:lugers@simpsonltd.com

LARGEST

4OOO+ Guns in Stock lncluding:

Japanese Swords

Bayonets, Swords
U.S. Fighting Knives

A11 Pre-1945 Collectors Firearms
Lugers (Or-rr Specialty) 500-500 in Stock

Gr-rn Books & Catalogs - Old and New
Civil \War Firearms & Accoutrements

Military Firearms - All Countries, All Periods

\Tinchesters, Colts, S&N( Brownings, Doubles
German, Japanese & U.S. Field Geaq Headgeaq Daggers, etc.

Obsolete & Collectors Ammunition
Consignments are \Welcome

Firearms Import & Export Service. rWe export most of the guns
sold to overseas buyers at shows.

pJ,#s-*

FIREARM COLLECTORS SHOP
IN THE MID.WEST

FULL LINE


